
Subject: MFL- French

Rationale: 
Our vision is to instill in students a love for learning languages. Being a multilingual and intercultural environment, we recognise the importance of 
linguistic diversity and consider language learning as a lifelong task that is essential for economic development and social inclusiveness. We aim to 
enable students of all abilities to develop their language skills to their full potential, equipping them with the knowledge to communicate in a 
variety of contexts with confidence.

Autumn Spring Summer

Year 7 The basics - alphabet, phonics, greetings, 
low numbers to 31, months, birthdays, 
siblings classroom

In class

In class continued,  Free time Free time continued
Family Life

Year 8 In town
Holidays

Holidays continued
Festivals

Festivals continued
Leisure

Year 9 Local area, Environment, Social issues,  
Daily routine and Household chores

Sport, Healthy living, Directions, Major 
sporting event and Festivals

Review and consolidation of work covered 
in KS3
Research project on French personalities

Year 10 Review of Module 3 - Daily life
Module 4 - Local area 

Module 5 - Holiday and travel Module 6 - School 

Year 11 Module 7 - Career choices
Module 8 - Environmental issues 

Module 8 continued
Revision and exams

Revision and assessment

Year 12 Contemporary Francophone Music
La Haine 
The Positive Aspects of a Diverse Society
The Life of Marginalised People

How Criminals are Treated
Teenagers and the Right to Vote and Political 
Engagement
Demos and Strikes - who has the power?
IRP

Demos and Strikes - who has the power - 
continued
Politics and Immigration 
Revision and Assessment

Year 13 Contemporary Francophone Music 
La Haine 
IRP
The Positive Aspects of a Diverse Society
The Life of Marginalised People

How Criminals are Treated
Teenagers and the Right to Vote and Political 
Engagement
Demos and Strikes - who has the power?

Demos and Strikes - who has the power - 
continued
Politics and Immigration 
Revision and assessment



Subject: MFL- Spanish

Rationale: 
Our vision is to instill in students a love for learning languages. Being a multilingual and intercultural environment, we recognise the importance of 
linguistic diversity and consider language learning as a lifelong task that is essential for economic development and social inclusiveness. We aim to 
enable students of all abilities to develop their language skills to their full potential, equipping them with the knowledge to communicate in a 
variety of contexts with confidence.

Autumn Spring Summer

Year 10 Family and friends and Technology Free time activities, Customs and festivals 
and Home and Local area

Social and global issues, Travel and tourism

Year 11 Current and future study and employment Revision of Themes 1 and 2 Revision and assessment

Year 12 Immigration, Racism and Integration Today’s youth tomorrow’s citizens, 
Monarchies and dictatorships, popular 
movements

Spanish cultural identity, Cultural heritage
and IRP

Year 13 Immigration, Racism and Integration Today’s youth tomorrow’s citizens, 
Monarchies and dictatorships, popular 
movements

Revision and assessment



Subject: MFL- German

Rationale: 
Our vision is to instill in students a love for learning languages. Being a multilingual and intercultural environment, we recognise the importance of 
linguistic diversity and consider language learning as a lifelong task that is essential for economic development and social inclusiveness. We aim to 
enable students of all abilities to develop their language skills to their full potential, equipping them with the knowledge to communicate in a 
variety of contexts with confidence.

Autumn Spring Summer

Year 10 Family and friends and Technology Free time activities, Customs and festivals 
and Home and Local area

Social and global issues, Travel and tourism

Year 11 Current and future study and employment Revision of Themes 1 and 2 Revision and assessment

Year 12 Art and Architecture
Kafka: Metamorphosis

Berlin
German Re-unification
Das Leben der Anderen

Germany in EU
Cultural life in Berlin - past and present, IRP

Year 13 Art and Architecture
Kafka: Metamorphosis
IRP

Berlin
German Re-unification
Das Leben der Anderen
IRP

Germany in EU
Revision and assessment



Subject: MFL- Polish

Rationale: 
Our vision is to instill in students a love for learning languages. Being a multilingual and intercultural environment, we recognise the importance of 
linguistic diversity and consider language learning as a lifelong task that is essential for economic development and social inclusiveness. We aim to 
enable students of all abilities to develop their language skills to their full potential, equipping them with the knowledge to communicate in a 
variety of contexts with confidence.

Autumn Spring Summer

Year 
10

Family and friends and Technology Free time activities, Customs and festivals 
and Home and Local area

Social and global issues, Travel and tourism

Year 
11

Current and future study and employment Revision of Themes 1 and 2 Revision and assessment

Year 
12

Family
Mrozek - Tango

Digital world
Social diversity and mobility

Impact of immigration on Polish society
IRP

Year 
13

Festivals and traditions
Polish cultural life
Recap on Mrozek - Tango 
Wajda - Katyn

Poland and the EU
Polish politics and young people

Revision and assessment



Subject: MFL- Italian

Rationale: 
Our vision is to instill in students a love for learning languages. Being a multilingual and intercultural environment, we recognise the importance of 
linguistic diversity and consider language learning as a lifelong task that is essential for economic development and social inclusiveness. We aim to 
enable students of all abilities to develop their language skills to their full potential, equipping them with the knowledge to communicate in a 
variety of contexts with confidence.

Autumn Spring Summer

Year 
10

Family and friends and Technology Free time activities, Customs and festivals 
and Home and Local area

Social and global issues, Travel and tourism

Year 
11

Current and future study and employment Revision of Themes 1 and 2 Revision and exams

Year 
12

Family
Education
Work
Film: La vita e’ bella

Music
Media
Cultural events

Novel: Volevo i pantaloni
IRP
Revision

Subject: MFL- Portuguese

Rationale: 
Our vision is to instill in students a love for learning languages. Being a multilingual and intercultural environment, we recognise the importance of 
linguistic diversity and consider language learning as a lifelong task that is essential for economic development and social inclusiveness. We aim to 
enable students of all abilities to develop their language skills to their full potential, equipping them with the knowledge to communicate in a 
variety of contexts with confidence.

Autumn Spring Summer

Year 
10

Family and friends and Technology Free time activities, Customs and festivals 
and Home and Local area

Social and global issues, Travel and tourism



Subject: MFL- Arabic

Rationale: 
Our vision is to instill in students a love for learning languages. Being a multilingual and intercultural environment, we recognise the importance of 
linguistic diversity and consider language learning as a lifelong task that is essential for economic development and social inclusiveness. We aim to 
enable students of all abilities to develop their language skills to their full potential, equipping them with the knowledge to communicate in a 
variety of contexts with confidence.

Autumn Spring Summer

Year 
10

Family and friends and Technology Free time activities, Customs and festivals 
and Home and Local area

Social and global issues, Travel and tourism

Year 
11

Current and future study and employment Revision of Themes 1 and 2 Revision and assessment

Year 
12

Family
Education
Work
Novel - The Hunter of the Larvae

Music
Media
Novel - The Hunter of the Larvae
IRP

Cultural Events
Novel: Novel - The Hunter of the Larvae
IRP
Revision

Subject: MFL- Turkish

Rationale: 
Our vision is to instill in students a love for learning languages. Being a multilingual and intercultural environment, we recognise the importance of 
linguistic diversity and consider language learning as a lifelong task that is essential for economic development and social inclusiveness. We aim to 
enable students of all abilities to develop their language skills to their full potential, equipping them with the knowledge to communicate in a 
variety of contexts with confidence.

Autumn Spring Summer

Year 
10

Family and friends and Technology Free time activities, Customs and festivals 
and Home and Local area

Social and global issues, Travel and tourism


